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Vintage Book of Contemporary American Poetry J. D. McClatchy 2003-04-01 A comprehensive collection of poems
Poetic Meter and Poetic Form Paul Fussell 1979-01-01 Excerpts from distinctive poems illustrate the author's

by America's greatest contemporary poets features works by such authors as Robert Lowell, Elizabeth Bishop, and

appreciation of the metrical and formal aspects of poetry

Rita Dove.

Void of Course Jim Carroll 1998-10 Poems deal with love, longing, friendship, memory, time, and life in the city

Outside History Eavan Boland 1990

100 Poets John Carey 2021-09-14 A wonderfully readable anthology of our greatest poetry, chosen by the author of

Selected Poems Mark Strand 1980

A Little History of Poetry A poem seems a fragile thing. Change a word and it is broken. But poems outlive

Darker Trina M. Lee 2013-03-09 Alexa's fighting a losing battle with the darkness growing inside her. But there's

empires and survive the devastation of conquests. Celebrated author John Carey here presents a uniquely valuable

no time to feel sorry for herself. She must find a way to stop Lilah, the demon queen hell bent on making Alexa

anthology of verse based on a simple principle: select the one-hundred greatest poets from across the centuries, and

surrender her blood to break a centuries old curse. With her power bound, Lilah is ready to play dirty. Even if it

then choose their finest poems. Ranging from Homer and Sappho to Donne and Milton, Plath and Angelou, this is a

means killing Alexa's wolves, one by one. It's not easy to stay a step ahead of the demon, especially with the FPA

delightful and accessible introduction to the very best that poetry can offer. Familiar favorites are nestled alongside

on her case. The government op is to blame for the disappearance of Kale Sinclair. When she looks into his

marvelous new discoveries—all woven together with Carey’s expert commentary. Particular attention is given to

whereabouts, the discovery of some shady secrets paints the FPA in a whole new light. Conflict between Arys

the works of female poets, like Christina Rossetti and Charlotte Mew. This is a personal guide to the poetry that

and Alexa grows hot when Arys wants to ally with Shya, a demon with his own sinister agenda. But Alexa can

shines brightest through the ages. Within its pages, readers will find treasured poems that remain with you for

only deal with one demon at a time. Nothing else matters when Lilah targets someone close to her. Alexa will do

life.

anything to make it right, even walking straight into the demon's clutches. This gritty urban fantasy series is a

The Monument Mark Strand 1991

walk to the dark and wild side. It features ass kicking action, magic, and a reverse harem twist.

Ulysses

The Planet of Lost Things Mark Strand 1982 Luke meets a Missing Person and an Unknown Soldier on the planet

Blizzard of One Mark Strand 2005

where lost things are found.

Collected Poems Mark Strand 2014 "A collection of all of the poet Mark Strand's previously published poems"--

Dark Harbor Mark Strand 1994 A collection of interconnected poems reflects a wide range of moods and changes of

In Fine Form Kate Braid 2013-12-18 With this groundbreaking anthology, poets and teachers Kate Braid and

tone

Sandy Shreve set out to explore Canadian form poetry. The result is a thrilling collection of 175 poems, over 140

18 Poems from the Quechua Mark Strand 1971

poets from the 18th century to the present day, and 20 distinct poetic forms (sonnets and ghazals, triolets and

The Story of Our Lives Mark Strand 1973 Reveals the poet's impressions of human destinies and his thoughts on

ballads, epigrams, pallindromes, blues and more) that will appeal to every poetry-lover as well as teachers and

life's meaning

students of poetry. Poets include Bliss Carman, Sir Charles G. D. Roberts, Dennis Lee, George Elliott Clarke, Alden

The Making of a Poem Mark Strand 2001 Provides a detailed explanation of the different forms of poetry--sonnet,

Nowlan, Gwendolyn MacEwan, Molly Peacock, Lorna Crozier, Anne Simpson, smile Nelligan, Adam Sol, Barbara

ballad, villanelle, sestina, etc.--and explains their origin, traces their history, and provides examples for each form.

Nickel, Christian Bok and over 100 more. ""No verse is free for the poet who wants to do a good job."" T. S. Eliot"

Reprint.

How to Read a Poem Edward Hirsch 1999 An exploration of the reasons for and meanings of poetry analyzes

The Norton Anthology of Poetry Ferguson, Margaret 2004-12-07 The Fifth Edition retains the flexibility and

poems by Wordsworth, Plath, Neruda, and others to define their unique power and message

breadth of selection that has defined this classic anthology, while improved and expanded editorial apparatus make

The Story of Our Lives Mark Strand 2002 Mark Strand is the author of nine books of poems, including Blizzard of

it an even more useful teaching tool.

One, winner of the 1998 Pulitzer Prize. He was the Poet Laureate of the United States in 1990, and currently

A Little Book on Form Robert Hass 2017-04-04 An acute and deeply insightful book of essays exploring poetic form

teaches at the Committee on Social Thought at the University of Chicago. He lives in Chicago.

and the role of instinct and imagination within form—from former poet laureate, Pulitzer Prize and National Book

Committed to Memory John Hollander 2008-11-25 A collection of English and American poems for memorization

Award winning author Robert Hass. Robert Hass—former poet laureate, winner of the National Book Award, and

includes the works of Emily Dickinson, William Wordsworth, Langston Hughes, Robert Frost, Matthew Arnold,

recipient of the Pulitzer Prize—illuminates the formal impulses that underlie great poetry in this sophisticated,

and Walt Whitman

graceful, and accessible volume of essays drawn from a series of lectures he delivered at the renowned Iowa
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Writers’ Workshop. A Little Book on Form brilliantly synthesizes Hass’s formidable gifts as both a poet and a critic

explores the realities of dreams and in this work, his surrealism has made way for more defined intentions. In

and reflects his profound education in the art of poetry. Starting with the exploration of a single line as the basic

1990, Strand was nominated Poet Laureate of the United States.

gesture of a poem, and moving into an examination of the essential expressive gestures that exist inside forms, Hass

Man and Camel Mark Strand 2006 A new collection of poetry from the Pulitzer Prize-winning writer, the first in

goes beyond approaching form as a set of traditional rules that precede composition, and instead offers penetrating

some eight years, celebrates the transience, oddities, and lasting beauty of life and its mysteries.

insight into the true openness and instinctiveness of formal creation. A Little Book on Form is a rousing

A Poet's Glossary Edward Hirsch 2014-04-08 “An instant classic that belongs on the bookshelf of every serious poet

reexamination of our longest lasting mode of literature from one of our greatest living poets.

and literature student” (The Washington Post). A major addition to the literature of poetry, Edward Hirsch’s

Come Closer and Listen Charles Simic 2019-07-02 An insightful and haunting new collection from Pulitzer Prize-

sparkling new work is a compilation of forms, devices, groups, movements, isms, aesthetics, rhetorical terms, and

winning poet Charles Simic Irreverent and sly, observant and keenly imagined, Come Closer and Listen is the

folklore—an “absorbing” book all readers, writers, teachers, and students of poetry will return to over and over

latest work from one of our most beloved poets. With his trademark sense of humor, open-hearted empathy, and

(The New Yorker). Hirsch has delved deeply into the poetic traditions of the world, returning with an inclusive,

perceptive vision, Charles Simic roots his poetry in the ordinary world while still taking in the wide sweep of the

international compendium. Moving gracefully from the bards of ancient Greece to the revolutionaries of Latin

human experience. From poems pithy, wry, and cutting—“Time—that murderer/that no has caught yet”—to his

America, from small formal elements to large mysteries, he provides thoughtful definitions for the most important

layered reflections on everything from love to grief to the wonders of nature, from the story of St. Sebastian to

lyrical vocabulary, imbuing his work with a lifetime of scholarship and the warmth of a man devoted to his art.

that of a couple weeding side by side, Simic’s work continues to reveal to us an unmistakable voice in modern

Knowing how a poem works is essential to unlocking its meaning. Hirsch’s entries will deepen readers’

poetry. An innovator in form and a chronicler of both our interior lives and the people we are in the world, Simic

relationships with their favorite poems and open greater levels of understanding in each new poem they

remains one of our most important and lasting voices on the page.

encounter. Shot through with the enthusiasm, authority, and sheer delight that made How to Read a Poem so

Search Party William Matthews 2005-04-05 From the prize-winning poet: “A stunning volume . . . A master of

beloved, A Poet’s Glossary is a new classic.

the understatement, Matthews is wryly philosophical and self-deprecating.” —Booklist When William Matthews

Reasons for Moving ; Darker ; and The Sergeantville Notebook Mark Strand 1992 "These three titles were

died, the day after his fifty-fifth birthday, America lost one of its most important poets, one whose humor and wit

originally published separately: Reasons for moving and Darker, Atheneum; and The Sargentville notebook,

were balanced by deep emotion, whose off-the-cuff inventiveness belied the acuity of his verse. Drawing from his

Burning Desk"--T.p. verso.

eleven collections and including twenty-three previously unpublished poems, Search Party is the essential

The Secret Gospel of Mark Spencer Reece 2021-03-16 An exquisite memoir of a life saved by poetry. The Secret

compilation of this beloved poet's work. Edited by his son, Sebastian Matthews, and William Matthews's friend and

Gospel of Mark is a powerful dynamo of a story that delicately weaves the author's experiences with an

fellow poet Stanley Plumly (who also introduces the book), Search Party is an excellent introduction to the poet

appreciation for seven great literary touchstones: Elizabeth Bishop, Sylvia Plath, Emily Dickinson, James Merrill,

and his glistening riffs on twentieth-century topics from basketball to food to jazz.

Mark Strand, George Herbert, and Gerard Manley Hopkins. In speaking to the beauty these poets' works inspire in

Strong Is Your Hold Galway Kinnell 2008-04-09 In this acclaimed poetry volume, the Pulitzer and National Book

him, Reece finds the beauty of his own life's journey, a path that runs from coming of age as a gay teenager in the

Award–winner explores lifelong love and the invisible boundary between life and death. Over his long and

1980s, Yale, alcoholism, a long stint as a Brooks Brothers salesman, Harvard Divinity School, and leads finally to

prolific career, Galway Kinnell established himself as one of America’s greatest and most popular poets. In 2006,

hard-won success as a poet, reconciliation with his family, and the fulfillment of finding his life's work as an

after a decade-long pause in creative output, he delivered what would become one of his last and most celebrated

Episcopal priest. Reece's writing approaches the truth and beauty of the writers who have influenced him;

collections, Strong Is Your Hold. The book’s title derives from Walt Whitman’s “Last Invocation”: “Strong is your

elliptical and direct, always beautifully rendered.

hold O mortal flesh, / Strong is your hold O love.” In this collection, Kinnell gives us poems of intermingling with

Six Poets Alan Bennett 2015-01-01 The inimitable Alan Bennett selects and comments upon six favorite poets and

the natural world, love poems and evocations of sexuality, poems about his father, his children, poet friends, poet

the pleasures of their works In this candid, thoroughly engaging book, Alan Bennett creates a unique anthology of

heroes, and mythic figures. Included also is “When the Towers Fell,” his stunning requiem for those who died in

works by six well-loved poets. Freely admitting his own youthful bafflement with poetry, Bennett reassures us

the World Trade Center on 9/11. This eBook edition of Strong Is Your Hold does not include a CD or audio

that the poets and poems in this volume are not only accessible but also highly enjoyable. He then proceeds to

download.

prove irresistibly that this is so. Bennett selects more than seventy poems by Thomas Hardy, A. E. Housman, John

The Making of a Sonnet Edward Hirsch 2009 An enlightening, celebratory anthology of the most classic and

Betjeman, W. H. Auden, Louis MacNeice, and Philip Larkin. He peppers his discussion of these writers and their

enduring of forms edited by two major poets.

verse with anecdotes, shrewd appraisal, and telling biographical detail: Hardy lyrically recalls his first wife, Emma,

Mr. and Mrs. Baby and Other Stories Mark Strand 2015

in his poetry, although he treated her shabbily in real life. The fabled Auden was a formidable and off-putting

The Continuous Life Mark Strand 1990

figure at the lectern. Larkin, hoping to subvert snooping biographers, ordered personal papers shredded upon his

Reasons for Moving ; Darker ; and The Sergeantville Notebook Mark Strand 1992 "These three titles were

death. Simultaneously profound and entertaining, Bennett's book is a paean to poetry and its creators, made all the

originally published separately: Reasons for moving and Darker, Atheneum; and The Sargentville notebook,

more enjoyable for being told in his own particular voice. its creators, made all the more enjoyable for being told in

Burning Desk"--T.p. verso.

his own particular voice.

The Tulip-Flame Chloe Honum 2014 "Winner of the 2013 Cleveland State University Poetry Center First Book

The Weather of Words Mark Strand 2001-11-01 The Pulitzer Prize-winning poet discusses art and the nature of

Prize, selected and with a foreword by Tracy K. Smith"--Cover.

poetry, the link between photography and words, the eternal nature of the lyric, four American perspectives on

Selected Poems Mark Strand 1995-01-01 By the author of Sleeping With One Eye Open. Mark Strand's poetry

Mount Parnassus, and much more in this insightful collection of essays. Reprint.
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All We Saw Anne Michaels 2017-10-05 A mesmerising, luminously beautiful new poetry collection from Anne

changing stroke, described in My Year Off, he discovered that the only words that made sense to him were

Michaels, internationally acclaimed poet and bestselling author of Fugitive Pieces In this passionate, profound

snatches of Shakespeare. Unable to travel or move as he used to, McCrum found the First Folio became his ‘book of

collection, Anne Michaels explores one of her essential concerns: 'what love makes us capable of, and incapable of'.

life’, an endless source of inspiration through which he could embark on ‘journeys of the mind’, and see a reflection

Here is the paradox at the heart of loss, the ways in which passion must accept, must insist, that 'death ... give/not

of our own disrupted times. An acclaimed writer and journalist, McCrum has spent the last twenty-five years

only take from us'. A sea in darkness, a woman's hair shining in light, rain falling... how quiet must a voice be in

immersed in Shakespeare’s work, on stage and on the page. During this prolonged exploration, Shakespeare’s

order to be heard? In this way, desire is evoked with intensity and precision. By the end, we are left with a

poetry and plays, so vivid and contemporary, have become his guide and consolation. In Shakespearean he asks:

renewed awareness of the mystery at the core of existence; we enter a space that is 'not inside, not outside: / dusk's

Why is it that we always return to Shakespeare, particularly in times of acute crisis and dislocation? What is the

doorway,' where love remains alive.

key to his hold on our imagination? And why do the collected works of an Elizabethan writer continue to speak to

Almost Invisible Mark Strand 2013 A latest collection by the U.S. Poet Laureate and Pulitzer Prize-winning author

us as if they were written yesterday? Shakespearean is a rich, brilliant and superbly drawn portrait of an

of Blizzard of One is comprised of whimsical, prose-style dramas that explore the receding vista of life while posing

extraordinary artist, one of the greatest writers who ever lived. Through an enthralling narrative, ranging widely

eloquent, riddle-like conundrums about the human condition.

in time and space, McCrum seeks to understand Shakespeare within his historical context while also exploring the

Shakespearean Robert McCrum 2020-09-03 ‘Enchanting’ - Simon Russell Beale ‘Remarkable’ - James Shapiro

secrets of literary inspiration, and examining the nature of creativity itself. Witty and insightful, he makes a

‘Wonderful . . . compulsively readable’ - Nicholas Hytner Why do the collected works of an Elizabethan writer

passionate and deeply personal case that Shakespeare’s words and ideas are not just enduring in their relevance –

continue to speak to us as if they were written yesterday? When Robert McCrum began his recovery from a life-

they are nothing less than the eternal key to our shared humanity.
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